
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, JAMMU 
SESSION 2021-22 
Date: 23rdApril, 2021 

Assignment -2 
 

  Class - IV                                                                             Subject – English 
 

            Topics: 

 

             i. Kinds of Sentences 
                ii. Kinds of Nouns 

         ii. Paragraph writing 
 

Based on your understanding of the E-Lectures-cum-PPT’s, video links and 
other e-resources shared with you, answer the following questions. 
 

Q1. Make sentences, as instructed in brackets, using the words given below. (3)  
 

1. playground           (Interrogative). 

      
2.  fruits                     (Imperative) 

 
3. painting                (Exclamatory) 

 

 

Q2. Identify the kinds of the underlined nouns.                                                     (4) 
 

1. India is famous for its colourful festivals. 

2. Fiber is widely used in industries 

3. His anger annoyed the employees. 

4. Water is essential for life. 

 

Q3. Fill in the blanks with suitable collective and abstract nouns.                      (3) 
 
1.  Bella’s friends admired her___________. 

2. The __________of ships was sailing across the sea. 

3.  ___________ is priceless. 

4. I saw a _________of lions in the zoo. 

5. He shuffled the new_________ of cards. 

6. Little__________ is a dangerous thing. 



Self Practice: 
  

Write a paragraph in 70-80 words describing the topic given below:  

‘Virtual Classes’  

Help Box:  
  

Monday to Friday …… four virtual classes a day……studying online…………. 

mobile/computer………WebEx meet………link sent………few minutes before…. 

attendance……. slides shown………teacher explains …... whiteboard…. white 

sheet……. students listen……. answer……ask questions………. follow rules  

of discipline……. homework given……learn and enjoy………. virtual classes.  

 

 

You-tube links: 

 

https://youtu.be/opjHnkG2U_o 

 

https://youtu.be/XCs04Z3JvAY 
 

 Note: 
 

1. Due Date of Submission: 30th April, 2021 

 
2. Send your answers here: 

 
 IV- A    to Ms. Kamini (kamnislaria@gmail.com) 

 IV- B, C, D, E   to Ms. Gunjan (vivan.sam10@gmail.com) 

       IV- F      to Ms. Rimpy Anand (aarushiaanand1@gmail.com) 

 

       IV-G      to Ms. Rupali Sharma (rupalisharma24259@gmail.com) 

       IV- H, I, J, K     to Ms. Tavleen (kamratavleen@yahoo.com)    

3. Students must mention their name, class/section and date in their assignment. 

 
4. Your assignment will be marked for internal/Term assessment. Therefore, it is 

necessary for you to submit it on time. 
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